
Keep Transport Clean & Safe 
with 

Capital Power Clean



HELPING TO KEEP YOUR STAFF 
AND PASSENGERS SAFE

01506 854585
sales@capitalpowerclean.co.uk



Why Should we Prepare?
COVID-19 has caused a stir across the globe, from changing the way we work to the 
way we shop and move around in public spaces. 
The unprecedented lockdown across the UK has encouraged businesses to work 
remotely, making the most of digital communication and services. 
With lockdown measures being relaxed, individuals will return to using public 
transport on a more regular basis, putting themselves and your staff at an increased 
risk. 
Companies must now prepare for a new approach to working as the public’s ‘needs’ 
and ‘wants’ have changed significantly over the past months.

Capital Power Clean offers a range of solutions to keep commuters and staff safe on 
transport systems, from trains, to planes, trams, buses and other vehicles.
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iClean Mini
The iClean mini™ turns tap water into a safe, effective cleaner and sanitiser stronger than bleach but 
without the hazardous odours, fumes and toxic residues associated with traditional cleaning 
chemicals, making it harmless to the user and environment.

With the press of a button,  iClean Mini™'s diamond coated electrodes instantly create Aqueous 
Ozone, an oxidizing solution that is safe for people but tough on dirt, germs and odours. 
It can be used on numerous surfaces in all areas of transport from door handles to windows, replacing 
all-purpose cleaners, glass cleaners and so much more.

iClean Mini is small, simple to use and economical.

CHARGE: Simply charge for 1 hour and it will last for hundreds of sprays 

FILL: Using cold water only, fill the product through the Quick-Release reservoir. 

SPRAY: Finally, press the power button to release oxidising solution and it is ready to clean.
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Inside the lotus® unit, oxygen from the air is safely turned into ozone then infused into 
ordinary tap water 

Ozone is attracted to germs, soils and bacteria and quickly eliminates contaminants it 
comes in contact with 

The lotus® PRO system works for hours, after which point in converts back into water and 
oxygen

1.

2.

3.

Tersano Lotus Pro
The lotus® PRO High Capacity cleaning system turns ordinary tap water into Stabilised Aqueous Ozone 
(SAO), nature’s most powerful cleaner. Designed for use on a large-scale, saving time, increasing 
efficiency and reducing environmental impact.

SAO is a highly effective cleaning agent that breaks down dirt, grease and other contaminants, safely 
replacing traditional chemical cleaners, deodorisers and sanitisers. It is extremely safe and poses no 
harm to the body if ingested or consumed.

Works in 3 easy steps:

THE POWER OF SAO
IN 3 SIMPLE STEPS
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Zoono
Zoono®'s z71 surface sanitiser kills germs and 
stays active on surfaces to provide all-day 
protection for up to 30 days.  
Surfaces can be washed and dried as normal 
during the day without washing off the 
protective shield it creates. 
Customers and staff can continue with their 
daily activities with peace-of-mind that they 
are protected.
Zoono is colourless, odourless, 
non-leaching, environmentally safe, 
non-corrosive and whilst completely gentle for 
humans and animals, it is deadly for a wide 
range of viruses, bacteria mould and other 
pathogens.

ACTIVE FOR 
UP TO

24 HOURS

Alcohol
Free

Permanently
Bonds to
Skin’s Surface

Dermatologically
Tested

Gentle
on Skin

Non-staining

Long Lasting:
24 hours
on skin

Kills
99.99%
of Germs

Remains Active
after Normal
Hand Washing
Routine

Helps Prevent 
Superbugs

FDA
Compliant
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i-mop lite
i-mop lite is a scrubber dryer with the flexibility of a mop. The
smallest and lightest of the i-mop range, lite offers outstanding
manoeuvrability to deal with tight corners between and below
seating areas on transport. Extremely portable, lite is easily moved
between vehicles or carriages and is also perfect for transporting
between sites, as it fits in the boot of a car!
Featuring a new, improved control panel and new water overflow
protection mechanism, everything is designed to make it even
more user friendly.

i-mop’s advanced suction technology means floors are no longer
left wet and unsafe. Powerful twin counter-rotating 500 RPM
brushes achieve optimum soil removal, proven by ATP test data to
leave floors up to 90% cleaner.

By opimising the use of all chemicals and water, environmental 
impact is reduced by 75%.

Motorscrubber range

Motorscrubber M3 offers powerful, cordless 
scrubbing of solutions for highly efficient soil removal

Motorscrubber JET delivers the same scrubbing 
ability together with a backpack solution system to 
apply cleaning solution direct to the brush head. 
The JET is also compatible for use with the 
Motorscrubber STORM decontamination sprayer.

Floors can be easily dried with the addition of the 
Motorscrubber Suction Kit or the incredible 
Motorscrubber BLADE microfibre system, which also 
offers an excellent means of interim floor 
maintenance.

ADD SUCTION TO 
YOUR M3 OR JET!
Attach the Suction 
Kit and connect to 
any wet vacuum
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Orbot SLiM
The Orbot SLiM is specifically made for use in small spaces, with 
the same orbital technology and robust features of our other 
industrial products.

Orbot SLiM will save you time, money and labour by using a 
machine that cleans all floor types. With a free -floating base 
and transport wheels, it has great manoeuvrability.

It has a thin light weight structure but is strong and capable of 
the powerful agitation that delivers superior results in all 
professional deep cleaning. Add-on features are available for 
this model, creating a custom model for personal and industrial 
needs.

The Pac Vac Range
With a proven track record for reliability resulting from over 
30 years of innovative design and development, Pacvac's 
performance is also matched by their comfort. 

Because they are worn as a backpack, users can easily 
negotiate tight spaces between seating, etc.
The ISSA has shown that Pacvac's backpack design results in 
up to 3 times the productivity of traditional tub vacuums!

The Superpro 700 series is fitted with a world standard 
ergonomically designed harness, HEPA rated Hypercone 
filtration and provides cleaners with an effortless and 
healthy cleaning experience. 
With a 5 litre capacity to enable longer periods of 
uninterrupted cleaning, Superpro 700 is available in both 
mains operated and battery powered options.

Pacvac Velo is the latest addition to the Pacvac family.
Battery powered, the Velo is smaller and lighter for even 
greater operator comfort and unrestricted movement.
Despite its reduced size, Velo also features HEPA filtration 
and two years warranty on the body and motor as standard.
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Motorscrubber Storm
Developed in direct response to the Coronavirus 
(Covid-19) crisis, the brand new Motorscrubber 
Storm propels a fine mist which rains down to deliver 
fast and efficient surface coverage. 
With a 68 micron swirl spray jet, Motorscrubber 
Storm is perfect for use with disinfectants and 
sanitisers to create a continuous liquid layer where 
large surface coverage is required for 
decontamination and infection control projects. 

Compatible with Motorscrubber Jet backpacks, the 
Motorscrubber Storm is available as an accessory for 
your existing system, as a complete decontamination 
sprayer, or as a full package with Motorscrubber JET 
for scrubbing floors, stairs and other surfaces.

Please contact us for further 
information and advice, and our sales 
team will be more than happy to help.

01506 854585

Fimap E-Spray
The Fimap E-Spray is a professional 
electrostatic spray gun which distributes 
disinfectant solutions effectively and 
uniformly on surfaces.
Lightweight and very comfortable to use, 
E-Spray is powered by a lithium battery
that allows several hours of sanitising,
without the restrictions or hazards of a
mains cable.
The very fine, electrostatically-charged
mist is attracted to surfaces with a “wrap-
around” effect, reaching every point of the
area to be treated. The settling solution
droplets create a sanitising coating on
surfaces.
E-Spray significantly reduces labour
associated with disinfection, particularly in
areas that are difficult to disinfect properly
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